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1. How Has Leo Varadkar AKA Leo The Leak Been Performing Since The "Pandemic"

Kicked Off

🧵 1/31

2. Leo Varadkar is an Irish Fine Gael politician and physician who has served as

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment since June 2020 and

Leader of Fine Gael since June 2017

3. He is also a member of the Young Global Leaders group which is a group set up by

the World Economic Forum. Other World leaders such as Sanna Marin from Finland

and Emile Macron from France are also members as is Mark Zuckerberg from

Facebook.

4. Their logo is “The Forum Of Young Global Leaders - Shaping The Future”. The

Forum of Young Global Leaders is a community with the vision, courage and

influence to drive positive change…

younggloballeaders.org/community
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5. Leo has now obviously graduated from the kindergarten Young Global Leaders

with 1st class honours to the World Economic Forum where he can now wear his big

boy pants and play with the heavy hitters in their sandpit.

weforum.org/people/leo-var…

6. Whether you like Leo or not he did give a very self-assured performance in

addressing the nation about Covid back on Paddy’s day, March 17th 2020

rte.ie/news/coronavir…

7. Most of the nation probably felt they were in good hands as the speech was pretty

impressive by all accounts. None of us knew what a “Pandemic” was or understood

“lockdowns” as it was all so new. The majority of the population trusted him.

How times have changed.

8. Leo even lead the way showing what a great leader he was by rejoining the medical

register in order to work on the frontlines to help out with the “crisis”. 

Except it was all a total ploy. Virtue signalling at its finest, it was all about optics.

9. Leo was doing what he does best, fooling the public. He was lapping up the photo

opportunities and proving to the nation that “we are all in it together”.

That has patently proved not to be the case 

thesun.ie/news/5368157/c…

10. Although Leo was happy to tell everybody to “socialist” distance he was quite

happy to break his own rules. He was caught having his own “Lark In The Park”

cavorting with his nearest and dearest whilst displaying his “toned” six pack man bod

for the world to see.

11. One rule for Leo and one for everyone else. John McGuirk rightly said "Varadkar

no longer has moral authority to tell anyone to stay at home"

Varadkar has constantly broken his own rules throughout

gript.ie/varadkar-phoen…
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12. Leo is nothing if not original. In another address to the nation he displayed his

love of Lord of The Rings by quoting word for word from it. Apparently Pascal O

Donohoe is a big LOTR fan. Leo is however our very own Gollum. (Must watch

video) 👇

youtube.com/watch?v=8sSLpl…

13. There were some rather interesting and mischievous comments below the video

as well and what others thought of it. What should be taken from the video though is

the fact that he has been taking the Irish for fools since the outset.

14. The film references didn’t stop there though. He even made a reference to the 🎥

Mean Girls. Orla Muldoon in the IT said it felt like an 'in joke' about something that

was no laughing matter. She had hit the nail on the head without knowing why.

irishtimes.com/opinion/why-do…

15. The words from the movie he used were “The limit does not exist”. What could he

have been referring to. Lockdowns, Restrictions, Rules, Regulations.

He loves to talk in riddles and code

16. Varadkar had effectively requisitioned public airtime for a national address and

used it to tell a private joke. This was the equivalent of whispering a joke to a small

crowd by the water cooler that you don’t share with other colleagues.
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Varadkar has done this since March

17. He even then had the audacity in October saying that he stood in solidarity with

the people of Belarus and their calls for democracy and freedom.

Maybe he missed the fact that there is no democracy or freedom in Ireland then and

now

18. What actually happened was he probably got instructions from his Masters to put

the tweet out. Belarusian president Aleksandr Lukashenko told the Belarusian

Telegraph Agency BeITA that the World Bank & IMF offered him a bribe of $940

million in the form of “Covid Relief Aid”

Leo Varadkar
@LeoVaradkar

We stand in solidarty with the people of Belarus and their 
calls for democracy and freedom. Belarus is Europe.
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19. The purpose of this money was for Belarus to implement lockdowns. They

refused and are now living normally. Who would have thought that a “tyrannical

dictatorship” would have more freedoms than Ireland. The tables have well and truly

turned

20. But it isn’t just Covid that Leo is tied up in. In November 2020, a complaint was

made against Mr Varadkar over an alleged leak of a confidential government

document.

The leak itself happened in April 2019, back when Varadkar was Taoiseach.

21. He is understood to have sent details of a confidential €210m GP contract to his

associate Dr Maitiú Ó Tuathail - the head of the National Association of General

Practitioners (NAGP)

irishpost.com/news/what-did-…

22. The contract that was leaked contained details of a deal the government had

tentatively agreed with the Irish Medical Organisation (IMO) - a rival organisation to

the NAGP.

He will undoubtedly get off scot-free like he always does

23. Leo likes to be involved in leaks hence the moniker “Leo The Leak”. Even back in

October 2020 NPHET had recommended that Ireland move to the highest

restrictions possible, Level 5, which was subsequently leaked to the press

irishtimes.com/news/politics/…

24. Varadkar then attacked CMO Tony Holohan and NPHET and refused to

apologise for the blistering attack.

The truth is it was all smoke and mirrors. Varadkar and NPHET are all working in
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tandem to the plan being handed to them.

irishmirror.ie/news/irish-new…

25. Sometimes though Leo does throw us a bone or a crumb. Maybe its guilt. Maybe

he is covering his arse for any potential blowback that will come down the line. He

knows that the Govt and NPHET are lying about the Covid deaths and the figures

involved.

Shout Digital News
@squawkying

Leo Varadkar publicly admits all deaths were labelled 
Covid #LeoTheLiar this is #CovidFraud

Watch on Twitter
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26. But then he reverts to type and gaslights the Irish public. He delights in taunting

them. He says that if everyone follows the rules then it will be ok, if you don't then

it's on you. That's exactly what abusers say in domestic violence, and people are

readily agreeing to it

27. Varadkar & Micheal Martin proved this point by chuckling throughout a news

conference

as hundred of thousands of people are already on the breadline.

He loves to humiliate and mock, he actually gets pleasure from it.

irishtimes.com/news/politics/…

28. "Duper’s Delight” is when you take pleasure in duping the public. Varadkar and

the way he behaves definitely need to be clinically assessed by a Psychiatrist.

29. Varadkar has also shown his true colours in the last week when he appeared on

national TV. He informed us that we will need a vaccination passport to access

travel, theatre etc...

30. There will also be increased fines for exceeding the travel limit will increase to

€2000. He also inferred children would be subjected to repeated medical testing at

schools

31. Leo is quite the bit of work and the majority of the population are still hanging on

his every word. He plays both sides of the coin but is only interested in himself. Time

that people woke up to see him for what he really is.
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